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Cheaply available discarded electrical and electronic components sourced from Gusau
metropolis in Nigeria were employed in developing a functionally usable decoded decimal timer
based on the 555-Timer integrated circuit. The circuits systems were constructed by soldering
of the necessary components on a traditional vero board also recovered from waste dump. The
components were correctly placed firmly in their position on a Vero board followed by soldering.
Thereafter, the soldering bit was abraded using file that was to remove excess soldering lead
strips on the soldering bit. The integrated circuits after necessary tests proved functional and
utilizable. The results of this study prove that cheaply available and seemingly non-useful materials
may be recycled to provide useful raw materials for generation of specific integrated circuit to
serve desired electronic uses.
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INTRODUCTION

new electronic components (Jirang and Lifeng,
2008; Engineering Education Research, 2015).
Recycling of discarded electronics components
could apart from stimulating technological
practices in our formal and informal technological
training points cum production sites, could also
become an economic saver towards a national
prudential economic development (Illiceto et al.,
2004; Wang et al., 2012; Akinseye, 2013).

Digital electronics devices have become an
everyday occurrence in our normal routine.
Ranging from small electronic devices such as
remote controls to more bogus and larger types,
digital counters find palpable indispensability
(Gerrish et al., 2008). Construction of these
electronics component could be costly, an
obvious limitation to technological development
especially in the developing countries. It may
therefore be instructive to consider the possible
recycling of discarded electronic and electrical
parts for a possible use in the reconstruction of
1
2

Integrated circuits are electronic circuits
systems designed to confer and transmit
controllable electronic connections between
electrically related portions of a device (Vion et
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were taken free since they are discarded, or
purchased at negligible cost as non-useful “throw
away” materials.

al., 2002; Hart, 2008). They are sometimes called
a chip or microchip and may function in various
capacities as an oscillator, computer memory,
microprocessor, counter, and several other
electronic utilities. An integrated circuit provides
the framework within which much numerous tiny
resistors, transistors, and capacitors are
constructed (Electronic Circuits, 2011; Integrated
Circuits, 2012). The functionality, control and
overall utility of a usable electronic device are
made possible through the establishment of a
generalized plausible and energy feasible
integrated circuits (Hart, 2008).

Construction of the Components
The circuits systems were constructed by
soldering of the necessary components.
Components were correctly placed firmly in their
position on a Vero board. Soldering lead made
up of either 40% lead and 60% tin at about 183oC
melting point was utilized. The soldering lead was
then placed on the copper wire and the soldering
bit applied onto it. Care was taken to ensure the
heating ensued at the required temperature until
the bit melts the solder and joint established
between the component and copper strip.
Thereafter, the soldering bit was abraded using
file that was to remove the soldering lead strips
on the soldering bit (Electronic circuits, 2011;
Gerrish et al., 2008).

In line with digitalization, the use of 555 Timer
in integrated Decimal counter circuits has
continued in spite of certain advances in the
overall design. Decimal counters incorporating
the 555-Timer would represent a prototypical timer
which considering its easy availability could come
handy when assembling integrated circuits from
purported rubbish or discarded electronics parts
in our local environments (Zungeru et al., 2012;
Jirang and Lifeng, 2008; Akinseye, 2013).

TESTING OF THE ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT COMPONENT
The electrical circuit components were initially
tested using ohmmeter at the earlier stage to
confirm the functionality of the individual
components before proceeding to develop the
circuit. Thereafter, the generated circuits were
further tested with considerable focus on the
soldered joints which were tested using an
ohmmeter with suitable range (Gerrish et al.,
2008).

The outcome of research embodied in this
report is aimed at fabrication of a decoded decimal
counter incorporating a 555-Timer using cheap
discarded materials sourced from the local
Gusau metropolis for evaluation as controlling
mechanism in any sample timer requiring
machinery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

At every stage of the construction, the
components were tested to ascertain their
functionality, adequate synchronization with
available power supply source, and intended use.

Collection of Discarded electronic
materials
Discarded electronics materials which included
transistors, capacitors, oscillators, and other
items were collected from roadsides electrical
repairs shops, and along the road, from discarded
items dump sites. In some cases these items

RESULTS
Using the electronic components sourced from
discarded electronic items the whole procedure
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transistor BC 109 through the necessary 100n
resistor (RI) (Figures 1 and 2). Correspondingly,
the emitter of the transistor BC 109 was
connected to the ground through resistor R3
(100kn). And, in order to adequately resolve this,
the collector terminal of the transistor was
connected to pin 16 of Integrated circuit 4017
through resistor R2 (100n. pins 8, 13, and 15)
connected to the ground (Figures 1 and 2).

was connected on a 16-pin 0.1 Vero board which
allowed the chance of changes needed during
the construction. Functional chips and
semiconductors were sorted out and extricated
out of the collected electronic items while leaving
out the damaged ones. Using the functional
components the integrated circuit 4017B was set
up with the positive terminals of the light emitting
diodes (1-5) on the right sides of the circuit
connected to pins 3-7 of the integrated circuit
(Figure 1). This set up aimed to ensure optimal
functionality for necessary and effective
transmission. Additionally, pin 3 of the circuit
(4017) was also connected to the base of

Meanwhile, on the left side of the Integrated
circuit 4017, the positive terminal of the light
emitting diodes 6-8 were connected to pins 9-11.
Whereas, pins 2 and 14 of the Integrated circuit
were connected to pin 2 through diodes IN 4001

Figure 1: Circuit A: Design of the 555-Timer Decoded Decimal Counter
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Figure 2: Circuit B : Decimal Counter with Added Bc 109 Transistor

11

(D1) and pin 3 of the 555 Integrated circuit to the

The Integrated circuits employed in our study
promotes different output which are found useful
in certain household machinery as a controlling
mechanism for the machine. The age of
digitalization is fueled on amongst others due to
the reliability of the On-Off types of operations in
contrast to analogue systems. Therefore, this
study chose to construct circuit A after comparing
the feasibility of the digital circuit (circuit A) to the
analogue circuit (Figure not shown) functionalities
in relation to the expected use. Ordinarily, the
analogue circuit (Not shown) would employ lightemitting diodes which display pulses at the same
time. This would imply that they synchronize at
the same time without a time intervals to each
other. This contrasts with the digital circuit A
(Figure 1) the platform on which our constructed

ground respectively (Figures 1 and 2).
However, on the left side of the 555 timer
integrated circuit, resistors R5 and R6 were
connected to pins 6 and 7 to the positive end of
the supply. A 100kn resistor R4 connects pins 6
and 2 with capacitor C1 of 100μF to the ground
across a switch Sw (Figures 1 and 2).

DISCUSSION
Integrated circuits with counter functionality have
been constructed using discarded and freely
available components materials. The whole
process highlights the cheapness of this
approach of sourcing materials for circuit
developments (Zungeru et al., 2012).
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